


To

The Officer ln-Charge
Mejia Police Station,
Bankura

ln producing here with Sadhan Ghosh (3Syrs) s/o Lt. Joyram Ghosh of vill- Duburia Pairasole,

PS- Mejia, Dist- Bankura and 10 bottles "CAPTAIN" Country Spirit 600 ml each under proper seizure

list as alamat, I beg to state that today (27.02.2L1 at about 18:45hrs after getting one source

information that ld Liquor was unautherizedly stocked for selling to the customers from his house at

Duburia Pairasole Village, PS- Mejia, Dist- Bankura. I inform the matter to O/C Mejia P.S and as per

direction myself along with Cl23t Bhalanath Das , NVF/ Tarasankar Majumdar and HG/ Mithun

Ghosal of Mejia F.S left for Duburia Pairasole village vide Mejia PS GDE No. 1069 dated 27.02.21. At

about 19:35hrs we are reached in the house of Sadhan Ghosh and organized raid/search there,

during raid/ search we found that 10 bottles "CAPTAIN" Country Spirit 600 ml each inside of his

house. On being asked owner of the house namely Sadhan Ghosh could not produce any valid

license or documents in support of these articles. During interrogation he confessed that he stocked

this ld. Liquor for the purpose of selling to the customers illegally. His act was punishable u/s a6(b)

BE Act. Accordingly I seized all articles under proper seizure list and labeled in presence of witnesses

as alamat properties (value of seized articles approx Rs. 1000/-) in between 19:55hrs to 20:15hrs. As

there was sufficient reason to believe that the said Sadhan Ghosh owner of the house unautherizely

stocked these articles for the purpose of illegal selling. I arrested the said Sadhan Ghosh after

observing all NHRC rules.

Afterwards arrested accused person and seized articles were brought to PS and were

handed over to duty officer of PS.

Now, I do hereby lodge this complain against the above noted arrestee to start a case u/s

46(b) B.E Act. I also pray to arrange its investigation.

Enclosure:-

1,. Arrest Memo.

2. Original Seizure List.
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